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Abstract
The ordinary Bayes estimator based on the posterior density suffers from the potential
problems of non-robustness under data contamination or outliers. In this paper, we consider the
general set-up of independent but non-homogeneous (INH) observations and study a robustified
pseudo-posterior based estimation for such parametric INH models. In particular, we focus on
the R(α)-posterior developed by Ghosh and Basu (2016)[10] for IID data and later extended by
Ghosh and Basu (2017)[11] for INH set-up, where its usefulness and desirable properties have
been numerically illustrated. In this paper, we investigate the detailed theoretical properties of
this robust pseudo Bayes R(α)-posterior and associated R(α)-Bayes estimate under the general
INH set-up with applications to fixed-design regressions. We derive a Bernstein-von Mises types
asymptotic normality results and Laplace type asymptotic expansion of the R(α)-posterior as
well as the asymptotic distributions of the expected R(α)-posterior estimators. The required
conditions and the asymptotic results are simplified for linear regressions with known or unknown
error variance and logistic regression models with fixed covariates. The robustness of the R(α)-
posterior and associated estimators are theoretically examined through appropriate influence
function analyses under general INH set-up; illustrations are provided for the case of linear
regression. A high breakdown point result is derived for the expected R(α)-posterior estimators
of the location parameter under a location-scale type model. Some interesting real life data
examples illustrate possible applications.
1 Introduction
Real life data are rarely independent and identically distributed (IID); rather they are often
non-homogeneous and can also be dependent. Here we focus on the set-up of independent non-
homogeneous (INH) observations, which partially relaxes the IID conditions, with the most com-
mon example being the fixed design parametric regression set-up. Mathematically, consider the
independent random variables X1, X2, ..., Xn which are not identically distributed; each Xi is also
defined on (possibly different) measurable space (χi,Bi). However, we assume that there is an
underlying common probability space (Ω,BΩ, P ) such that Xi is Bi/Ω measurable independent
with respect to P and its induced distribution Gi(x) has an absolutely continuous density gi(x)
with respect to a common dominating σ-finite measure λ(dx), for each i = 1, 2, .., n. In parametric
inference, we model the true unknown distributions Gi(x) by some appropriate parametric families
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F i = {Fi,θ : θ ∈ Θ ⊆ Rp}, which are also assumed to be absolutely continuous with respect to λ
having densities fi,θ, respectively, for i = 1, . . . , n; all inference are then performed using an esti-
mate of the unknown parameter θ based on the observed data. Although the models are different
for each i, the unknown parameter θ is common in all of them leaving us with enough degrees of
freedom for meaningful inference. In the widely used fixed-design regressions, fi,θ is the density of
the response variable Xi for the i-th fixed value of the covariates, say zi, and the common param-
eter θ consists of the regression coefficients β along with possible variance parameters (e.g, error
variance), such that E(Yi) = z
T
i β for i = 1, . . . , n. For example, fi,θ ≡ N(zTi β, σ2) with σ2 being
the error variance in the normal linear regression and fi,θ ≡ Bernoulli(zTi β) density in the logistic
regression model.
Among several possible approaches to do statistical inference under the above INH set-ups,
the Bayesian paradigm is one of the most popular and widely applied techniques. One reason
for this is the easy interpretibility and explainability of Bayesian procedure, the other being its
ability to incorporate the prior (to experiment) belief (often from subject knowledge) about the
final inference results. Considering the above INH set-up and a prior density pi(θ) for the parameter
θ, the posterior density of θ given the observed data x = (x1, . . . , xn) is computed by the Bayes
formula as
pi(θ|x) =
∏n
i=1 fi,θ(xi)pi(θ)∫ ∏n
i=1 fi,θ(xi)pi(θ)dθ
, (1)
and all the subsequent inference about θ are done based on this posterior density. Although the
resulting Bayes estimator of θ has several optimal properties, one major drawback of using the usual
posterior density is its lack of robustness against data contamination or model misspecification.
Among possible solutions to such non-robustness, a recent popular approach is to construct an
appropriate pseudo-posterior by suitably connecting this issue with the frequentist approach of
robustness and by replacing the likelihood by some robust loss under the Bayesian paradigm; see
[1, 2, 5–8, 10, 13–17, 19, 21, 23, 24] for several such pseudo-posteriors. Such pseudo-posteriors are
also used in other contexts like the PAC-Bayesian paradigm, Gibbs posterior [26], etc.
Unfortunately, much of the existing literature on robust Bayes inference based on pseudo-
posteriors are developed only for IID data and few special inference problems; no literature is
available for our general INH set-up except for a recent attempt by [11]. Ghosh et al. [11] first
studied a pseudo-posterior for general parametric models including the INH set-up by replacing
the likelihood part in (1) with the so-called α-likelihood (in exponential). For our INH case, the
α-likelihood is defined as
Q(α)n (θ) =
n∑
i=1
[
1
α
fαi,θ(xi)−
1
1 + α
∫
f1+αi,θ −
1
α
]
, α > 0, (2)
which coincides with
∑n
i=1 log fi,θ(xi) − n, the log-likelihood (up to a constant), as α → 0. There
are two major advantages of this particular R(α)-pseudo posterior; firstly, it does not require any
nonparametric smoothing such as kernel density estimation unlike some other pseudo-posteriors,
and secondly, it is additive in the data so that one can update the posterior density for new
observations without calculating it from scratch, as in the case of the usual posterior density. Then
the corresponding pseudo-posterior, which the authors have referred to as R(α) posterior, is defined
as
pi
(α)
R (θ|X1, ..., Xn) =
exp(Q
(α)
n (θ))pi(θ)∫
exp(Q
(α)
n (θ))pi(θ)dθ
. (3)
Note that as α → 0, the corresponding R(α) posterior coincides with the ordinary Bayes posterior
and hence it provides a robust generalization at α > 0. See [10, 11] for the motivation behind its
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construction, which is based on the frequentist robust estimation procedure minimizing the density
power divergence (DPD) [3, 4]. The DPD measure between two densities f1, f2 (with respect to
some common dominating measure) is defined as
dα(f1, f2) =
∫ [
f1+α2 −
(
1 +
1
α
)
fα2 f1 +
1
α
f1+α1
]
dµ, α ≥ 0, (4)
d0(f1, f2) = lim
α→0
dα(f1, f2) =
∫
f1 log(f1/f2)dµ. (5)
Note that, the α-likelihood in (2) is indeed the sum of suitably scaled negative of the DPD measure
between f1 = degenerate distribution at xi and f2 = fi,θ for i = 1, . . . , n.
Based on the R(α) posterior given in (3), the corresponding R(α)-Bayes estimator with respect
to a given loss function L is defined as
θ̂Ln,α = arg min
t
∫
L(θ, t)pi
(α)
R (θ|X1, ..., Xn)dθ.
If the loss function is squared error loss, then the corresponding R(α)-Bayes estimate is the Expected
R(α) Posterior Estimator (ERPE) defined as
θ̂En,α =
∫
θpi
(α)
R (θ|X1, ..., Xn)dθ.
The usefulness of these robust R(α)-Bayes estimators has already been illustrated numerically for
IID data as well as for the INH set-up including the fixed design linear and logistic regressions.
However, theoretical properties of the R(α)-posterior has been studied in detail only for the IID
cases, which cover the exponential consistency results, concentration rate via Bernstein von-Mises
type results, asymptotic normality of the corresponding ERPE, influence function analyses as well
as prior robustness [10, 11]. For INH cases, only exponential consistency results are derived in [11]
using appropriate assumptions based on the concepts of merging of distributions in probability,
prior negligibility and existence of uniform exponential consistent tests.
In this paper, we further study the theoretical properties of the R(α)-posterior, in both efficiency
and robustness aspects, under the general INH set-up with applications to several fixed design
regression models. In particular, we derive the Bernstein-von Mises type asymptotic normality
result along with the asymptotic expansion for the generalized R(α)-posterior. The robustness
properties of the corresponding R(α)-Bayes estimators are also studied theoretically via influence
function analysis and a particular breakdown point result. Simplifications are provided for linear
and logistic regression models with applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a Bernstein-von Mises type
asymptotic normality result for the general INH set-up, whereas the asymptotic expansion result
is provided in Section 3 along with possible applications in approximating R(α)-Bayes estimators.
Section 4 illustrates the robustness properties of the generalized R(α) Bayes estimators through
influence function analyses. In Section 5, we present the asymptotic breakdown point for the
ERPE for a location-scale type INH model. Additionally, in each section, the necessary conditions
are simplified for the particular examples of the linear regression models with known or unknown
error variance and the logistic regression. Finally, the paper ends with some concluding remarks
in Section 6. For brevity in presentation, all proofs and technical calculations are moved to the
Appendix.
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2 Asymptotic Normality of the Generalized R(α)-Posterior
Consider the independent non-homogeneous set-up as in Section 1 and let us now study the asymp-
totic normality of our R(α)-posterior and the associated R(α)-Bayes estimates. In this regard, let us
recall the minimum DPD estimator (MDPDE), say θ̂n,α, under the INH set-up which is obtained
by minimizing Q
(α)
n (θ) in (2) with respect to θ ∈ Θ; corresponding estimating equation is then
given by
∇Q(α)n (θ) = 0, or
n∑
i=1
∇Vi(Xi, θ) = 0, (6)
where Vi(x, θ) =
∫
f1+αi,θ − (1 + 1α)fαi,θ(x) and ∇ denotes the first order derivative with respect to
θ. Note that, Q
(α)
n (θ) = − 11+α
∑n
i=1 Vi(Xi, θ). We also assume that there exists a best fitting
parameter value, say θg, defined as the minimizer of the DPD measure between gi and fi,θ with
respect to θ, which is independent of the index i. It holds, for example, if all the true densities gi
belong to the respective model family with gi = fi(·; θg) for all is. It is known that the MDPDE
θ̂n,α is
√
n-consistent for θg and also asymptotically normal [9], a property which we will exploit
in the following along with its equivalence with our pseudo-Bayes ERPE. Further, we will use the
notation
Ψn,α(θ) =
1
1 + α
1
n
n∑
i=1
Egi [∇2Vi(Xi, θ)],
Ωn,α(θ) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
V argi [∇Vi(Xi, θ)]
and Ψ̂n,α(θ) =
1
1 + α
1
n
n∑
i=1
∇2Vi(Xi, θ) = − 1
n
∇2Q(α)n (θ),
where ∇2 represents the second order derivative matrix with respect to θ.
We start with a Bernstein-von Mises (BVM) type asymptotic normality result for the R(α)-
posterior densities which provides its contraction rate under the general INH set-up. For this
purpose, we need to make the following assumptions:
(E1) The Conditions (A1)-(A6) of Ghosh and Basu [9] hold, implying the consistency of the MD-
PDE θ̂n,α for θg.
(E2) For any δ > 0, with probability tending to one, we have
sup
||θ−θg ||>δ
1
n
[
Q(α)n (θ)−Q(α)n (θg)
]
< − (7)
for some  > 0 and for all sufficiently large n.
(E3) 0 < |Ψn,α(θ)| <∞ for all sufficiently large n and for all θ ∈ Θ such that ‖θ‖2 <∞, where |A|
denotes the determinant of a matrix A.
The above conditions are not very hard to examine in different scenarios; they are verified later
for some common examples. Under these assumptions, we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 2.1 Suppose Assumptions (E1)–(E3) hold under the general INH set-up and let pi(θ) be
any prior which is positive and continuous at θg. Then, with probability tending to one,
lim
n→∞
∫ ∣∣∣∣∣pi∗Rn (t)−
( |Ψn,α(θg)|
2pi
) p
2
e−
1
2
t′Ψn,α(θg)t
∣∣∣∣∣ = 0, (8)
where pi∗Rn (t) is the R(α)-posterior density of t =
√
n(θ−θ̂n,α) given the data X1, X2, ..., Xn. Further,
the result (8) also holds with Ψn,α(θg) being replaced by Ψ̂n,α(θ̂n,α).
Note that the asymptotic normality result of the R(α)-posterior under the IID set-up, as proved
in [10], now follows directly from the above theorem as a special case. However, unlike the original
Bernstein-von Mises theorem, here we have proved convergence with probability tending to one
(convergence in probability). Indeed, if we assume the conditions under which θ̂n,α is strongly
consistent for θg instead of Assumption (E1) and if (E2) holds with probability one, the convergence
result in Theorem 2.1 becomes almost sure convergence; this can be directly observed from the proof
of the theorem given in Appendix A.
Our next theorem gives the asymptotic properties of the ERPE under our general INH set up.
Theorem 2.2 In addition to the Assumptions of Theorem 2.1, assume that the prior pi(θ) has
finite expectation. Then the expected R(α)-posterior estimator (ERPE) θ̂En,α satisfies the following.
(a)
√
n
(
θ̂En,α − θ̂n,α
) P−→ 0 as n→∞.
(b) If, further, Σn(θ
g)−
1
2
√
n
(
θ̂n,α − θg
) D−→ Np(0, Ip) for some positive definite matrix Σn(θg),
then Σn(θ
g)−
1
2
√
n
(
θ̂En,α − θg
) D−→ Np(0, Ip).
Note that Part (a) of the above Theorem 2.2 automatically implies its Part (b) in view of the
Slutsky theorem; Part (a) is proved later in Section 3. Additionally, it was proved in [9] that, under
conditions (A1)–(A7) there, Ω
− 1
2
n,αΨn,α
[√
n(θ̂n,α − θg)
] D−→ Np(0, Ip), which in turn then gives the
asymptotic distribution of the ERPE as
Ω
− 1
2
n,α(θ
g)Ψn,α(θ
g)−
1
2
√
n
(
θ̂En,α − θg
) D−→ Np(0, Ip). (9)
We will now simplify the above asymptotic results for some common fixed-design regression
models described in the introduction. In this regard, let us consider the following assumptions on
the fixed design points (covariates) zi = (zi1, . . . , zip)
T for i = 1, . . . , n.
(R1) For all j, k, l = 1, . . . , p, we have
sup
n≥1
max
1≤i≤n
|zij | = O(1), max
1≤i≤n
|zij ||zik| = O(1), and 1
n
n∑
i=1
|zijzikzil| = O(1). (10)
(R2) The n × p design matrix Z = [z1 z2 · · · zp]T satisfies inf
n≥1
[min eigenvalue of n−1(ZTZ)] > 0,
implying Z has full column rank, and max
1≤i≤n
[zTi (Z
TZ)−1zi] = O(n−1).
(R3) For any parameter value θ, the matrix Ψn,α(θ) satisfies inf
n≥1
[min eigenvalue of Ψn(θ)] > 0.
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Example 2.1 [Linear Regression model with known error variance]:
Let us first consider the simple linear regression model xi = βzi + i for i = 1, . . . , n, where is are
IID each distributed as N(0, σ2) and zis are given fixed covariates. For the time being, we assume
the error variance σ2 to be known (the unknown σ case is considered in the next example). As
mentioned in the introduction, this regression model is a special case of our INH set-up with θ = β
and fi,θ being the conditional density of xi, i.e., N(z
T
i β, σ
2) density. Using (2), the α-likelihood
function for this model has a simple form given by
Q(α)n (β) =
1
(2pi)
α
2 σα
n∑
i=1
[
1
α
e−
α(xi−zTi β)2
2σ2 − 1
(1 + α)
3
2
− 1
α
]
, α > 0. (11)
Given any prior pi on the regression parameter β, one can then easily obtain the R(α)-posterior
using the α-likelihood in (11) and then compute the R(α)-Bayes estimate, namely the ERPE of β
through an appropriate iterative numerical approach; its performance has been empirically studied
in [11]. Here, we will verify Assumptions (E1)–(E3) in order to derive the theoretical (asymptotic)
properties of the ERPE, say β̂En,α under this linear regression model (with known σ).
Firstly, we note that (E1) has already been verified in [9] when the fixed covariate values
satisfy Assumptions (R1)–(R2). Also, it is easy to see that, here Ψn,α(β) = ζαn
−1(ZTZ) with
ζα = (2pi)
−α
2 σ−(α+2)(1 +α)−
3
2 > 0 (and hence (R2) and (R3) are equivalent). Then, it follows that
|Ψn,α(β)| = ζpαn−p|ZTZ| > 0 since Z is of full column rank for all n by (R2). Since Assumption
(R1) further guarantees that |Ψn,α(β)| < ∞, Condition (E3) is also implied by the simplified
Assumptions (R1)–(R2). We will now show that the Conditions (R1)–(R2) also imply Condition
(E2). If βg denote the best fitting (true) regression parameter, some simple algebra establishes the
relation
1
n
[Qn(β)−Qn(βg)] = 1
α(
√
2piσ)α
1
n
n∑
i=1
[
e−
α(xi−zTi β)2
2σ2 − e−
α(xi−zTi βg)2
2σ2
]
.
Note that, σ−1(xi − zTi βg) are IID N(0, 1). So, by the SLLN, we have
1
n
n∑
i=1
e
−
α(xi − zTi βg)2
2σ2 a.s−−→ 1√
1 + α
.
For the other term, note that σ−1(xi − zTi β) are independent but not identically distributed under
true model gi ≡ N(zTi βg, σ2), but e−
α(xi−zTi β)2
2σ2 ≤ 1; hence we can apply Kolmogorov SLLN to get
1
n
n∑
i=1
e
−
α(xi − zTi β)2
2σ2 − 1
n
n∑
i=1
Egi
[
e
−
α(Xi − zTi β)2
2σ2
]
a.s−−→ 0,
i.e
1
n
n∑
i=1
e
−
α(xi − zTi β)2
2σ2 − 1
n
√
1 + α
n∑
i=1
e
−
α(zTi β
g − zTi β)2
(1 + α)2σ2 a.s−−→ 0.
Combining, we get
1
n
[Qn(β)−Qn(βg)] = 1
α(
√
2piσ)α
1
n
√
1 + α
n∑
i=1
[
e
−
α(zTi β
g − zTi β)2
(1 + α)2σ2 − 1
]
+ Un,
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where Un
a.s−−→ 0. Now using mean value theorem on e−z, we get
e
−
α(zTi β
g − zTi β)2
(1 + α)2σ2 − 1 = −
[
α(zTi β
g − zTi β)2
(1 + α)2σ2
]
e−Ki , Ki ∈
(
0,
α(zTi β
g − zTi β)2
(1 + α)2σ2
)
.
Note that, Ki ≤ α
(1 + α)2σ2
(β−βg)T zizTi (β−βg) ≤
α
(1 + α)2σ2
(zTi zi)||β−βg||2. But (R1) implies
zTi zi =
∑p
j=1 z
2
ij ≤ Cp, for some C > 0. So, considering the region δ < ‖β − βg‖ < 2δ, we get
Ki <
α
(1 + α)2σ2
Cp(2δ)2 =
2Cpαδ2
(1 + α)σ2
= K0(say).
Hence,
1
n
[Qn(β)−Qn(βg)] < − e
−K0
2σ2(
√
2piσ)α
√
1 + α
(β − βg)T [n−1(ZTZ)](β − βg) + Un.
Now, if λ
(n)
p denotes the smallest eigenvalue of n−1(ZTZ), we know λ
(n)
p > ζ for some ζ > 0 under
(R2). Then, for ‖β − βg‖ > δ, we get (βg − β)T [n−1(ZTZ)](βg − β) > ζ(βg − β)T (βg − β) > ζδ2.
Using the fact that Un
a.s−−→ 0, we finally get that, in the region δ < ||β − βg|| < 2δ,
1
n
[Qn(β)−Qn(βg)] < − e
−K0
4σ2(
√
2piσ)α
√
1 + α
ζδ2, for all sufficiently large n.
Finally, for any β ∈ Rp satisfying ‖β−βg‖ ≥ 2δ, we can find β∗ ∈ Rp such that β−βg = η(β∗−βg)
with η > 1 and ‖β∗ − βg‖ ∈ (δ, 2δ). Then, (zTi β − zTi βg)2 = η2(zTi β∗ − zTi βg)2 ≥ (zTi β∗ − zTi βg)2
and hence, for all sufficiently large n, we get
1
n
(Qn(β)−Qn(βg)) ≤ 1
n
(Qn(β
∗)−Qn(βg)) < − e
−K0
4σ2(
√
2piσ)α
√
1 + α
ζδ2.
This implies that (E2) holds with  =
e−K0
4σ2(
√
2piσ)α
√
1 + α
ζδ2.
Therefore, in this fixed-design linear regression set-up with known σ2, Conditions (E1)-(E3) are
implied by (R1)–(R2), and hence the BVM type asymptotic normality result of Theorem 2.1 holds
for the R(α)-posterior of β under the easily verifiable Assumptions (R1)–(R2). The asymptotic dis-
tribution of the corresponding ERPE β̂En,α of β can then be obtained from (9) with the calculations
of Ωn,α; by some simple algebra Ωn,α(β) = ζαn
−1(ZTZ), which leads to
(ZTZ)
1
2
(
β̂En,α − βg
) D−→ Np(0, υ(β)α Ip). (12)
where υ
(β)
α =
ζ2α
ζ2α
= σ2
(
1 + α
2
1+2α
) 3
2
. This result can now be also used to compute asymptotic
relative efficiency of our R(α)-Bayes estimator of β, and many more properties; further applications
will be given in Section 5. 
Example 2.2 [Linear Regression model with unknown error variance]:
Let us now consider the simple linear regression model as in Example 2.1, but with unknown error
variance σ2. Then, it also belongs to our INH set-up, but now with θ = (β, σ) and fi,θ ≡ N(zTi β, σ2).
Interestingly, in this case also the α-likelihood function has the same form as in (12) but as a
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function of both β and σ, and hence we will denote it as Q
(α)
n (β, σ) instead of Q
(α)
n (β). We show
that Assumptions (R1)–(R2) are again sufficient to prove the asymptotic normality of the R(α)-
posterior and the corresponding ERPEs of (β, σ) even in this case with unknown σ.
Firstly, it is easy to see that Conditions (E1) and (E3) again hold under (R1)–(R2) by arguments
in line with those given in Example 2.1. To verify (E2), note that, here we have
1
n
[Qn(β, σ)−Qn(βg, σg)] = 1
α(
√
2piσ)α
1
n
n∑
i=1
e−
α(Yi−zTi β)2
2σ2 − 1
(1 + α)3/2(
√
2piσ)α
− 1
α(
√
2piσg)α
1
n
n∑
i=1
e
−α(Yi−z
T
i β
g)2
2σ2g +
1
(1 + α)3/2(
√
2piσg)α
.
Again, by a similar application of the Kolmogorov SLLN as in Example 2.1 (for known σ), one can
observe that
1
n
[Qn(β, σ)−Qn(βg, σg)] = 1
α(
√
2piσ)α
1√
1 +
ασ2g
σ2
1
n
n∑
i=1
[
e
−α(z
T
i β−zTi βg)2
(1+α)2σ2 − 1
]
− 1
α(
√
2pi)α
 α
(1 + α)3/2σα
+
1
(1 + α)3/2σαg
− 1
σα
√
1 +
ασ2g
σ2
+ Un,
(13)
where Un
a.s−−→ 0. Now, we need to prove (7) when ‖(βg, σg) − (β, σ)‖ > δ. Note that, if σ = σg,
the derivation boils down to the known σ case, verified in Example 2.1. So, here we carry on our
analysis for the case σ 6= σg.
Clearly, e−
α(zTi β−zTi βg)2
2σ2 − 1 ≤ 0 and hence the first term in the right hand side of (13), along
with Un, is negative for all sufficiently large n. To handle the second term there, we note that
α
(1 + α)3/2σα
+
1
(1 + α)3/2σαg
− 1
σα
√
1 +
ασ2g
σ2
=
1
σα(1 + α)3/2
√
1 + αv
[f(v)− f(1)] ,
where v =
σ2g
σ2
and f(v) = α
√
1 + αv + v−α/2
√
1 + αv. Now, by simple calculations, one can verify
that f ′(v) > 0 for v > 1 and f ′(v) < 0 for v < 1, which implies that f is strictly decreasing for
v < 1 and strictly increasing for v > 1. Hence, f has the unique minima at v = 1, i.e f(v) > f(1)
for v 6= 1, i.e for σ 6= σg. Hence, if |σ − σg| > δ, then either v > δ1 > 1 or v < δ2 < 1 for some
δ1, δ2 > 0. Then, the second term in the right hand side of (13) becomes strictly less than −C for
some C > 0, implying Condition (E2).
Therefore, under the present fixed-design linear regression set-up with unknown σ2 also, As-
sumptions (R1)–(R2) imply the asymptotic normality of the R(α)-posterior of (β, σ), as in Theorem
2.1, and that of their respective ERPEs β̂En,α and σ̂
E
n,α, as in (9). The calculations of the matrices
Ψn,α and Ωn,α can be done in a straightforward manner (also available in [9]) which shows that the
asymptotic distribution of β̂En,α is the same as in (12) and that of σ̂
E
n,α is independent of β̂
E
n,α with
√
n
(
σ̂En,α − σg
) D−→ Np(0, υ(σ)α Ip). (14)
where υeα =
σ2
(2+α2)2
[
2(1 + 2α2)
(
1 + α
2
1+2α
) 5
2 − α2(1 + α)2
]
. The asymptotic relative efficiency of
both the ERPEs are independent of the values of true parameter and the design matrix; the values
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Table 1: The asymptotic relative efficiencies of the ERPEs of (β, σ) under the fixed-design linear
regression model with unknown error variance
α 0 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
β 100 99.99 99.94 99.66 98.76 97.46 94.06 83.81 73.76 64.95
σ 100 99.97 99.88 99.32 97.56 95.05 88.84 73.06 61.53 54.11
for some particular α are provided in Table 1. Clearly, there is no significant loss in asymptotic
efficiency at small values of α > 0. 
Example 2.3 [Fixed-design Logistic Regression model]:
Our next example is the highly popular logistic regression model for binary response data. Given
fixed covariate values zis, here, the binary response xi is assumed to follow a Bernoulli distribution
with success probability pii(β) =
ez
T
i β
1 + ez
T
i β
. Clearly, it is also a special case of our INH set-up with
θ = β and
fi,θ(xi) = fi,β(xi) =
exi(z
T
i β)
1 + ez
T
i β
, for xi = 0, 1.
Using (2), the corresponding α-likelihood function for this fixed-design logistic regression model
can be simplified as
Q(α)n (β) =
n∑
i=1
[
eαxi(z
T
i β)
α(1 + ez
T
i β)α
− 1 + e
(1+α)(zTi β)
(1 + α)(1 + ez
T
i β)1+α
− 1
α
]
, α > 0. (15)
Now, for any appropriate prior pi on the regression coefficient β, we can obtain the R(α)-posterior
from (11) using (15). The R(α)-Bayes estimates of β under any loss function can then be computed
numerically; the particular case of ERPE is discussed in [11].
Let us now verify study their theoretical (asymptotic) properties with verification of the required
Assumptions (E1)–(E3). Note that, in this context, some straightforward algebra leads to
Ψn,α(β) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
ez
T
i β(eαz
T
i β + ez
T
i β)
(1 + ez
T
i β)3+α
ziz
T
i , Ωn,α(β) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
ez
T
i β(eαz
T
i β + ez
T
i β)2
(1 + ez
T
i β)4+2α
ziz
T
i .
Here, Assumption (R3) directly implies (E3) with the above form of Ψn,α. Indeed, Assumptions
(R1) and (R3) are also sufficient to imply Conditions (E1) and (E2); the proofs are a bit involved
and hence are moved to Appendix B for brevity. Therefore, the easily verifiable Assumptions
(R1) and (R3) imply the BVM type asymptotic normality result, as in Theorem 2.1, for the R(α)-
posterior of β under the fixed-design logistic regression models. Accordingly, using (9) with the
value of Ωn,α as given above, the asymptotic distribution of the ERPE of β can be obtained in a
straightforward manner. 
3 Asymptotic Expansions and Approximate Computation of the
R(α)-Bayes estimates
As in the usual Bayes theory, the computation of the R(α)-Bayes estimates also needs the evalua-
tion of the integrals of the form
∫
h(θ) exp(Q
(α)
n (θ))pi(θ)dθ for some given function h(θ) and prior
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pi(θ). Since these integrals often do not have an expression in explicit closed form and numerical
integration is mostly infeasible beyond dimension one or two, one prefers a suitable large sam-
ple approximation for these integrals . In usual Bayes inference, it is often achieved via Laplace
expansion method, a powerful technique for good large sample approximations.
Let us now study such approximations for our ERPE under the general INH set-up. Here, we
denote Bδ(θ) to be an open ball of radius δ > 0 around θ ∈ Θ, and ∇j1...jd to be the d-th order
derivative with respect to θj1 , . . . , θjd for any 1 ≤ j1, ..., jd ≤ p and d ≥ 1. Also recall that the
MDPDE obtained by minimizing the α-likelihood Q
(α)
n (θ) is denoted as θ̂n,α; see Section 2. Then,
we have the following theorem for a large sample expansion of the R(α)-posterior based integrals
under INH set-up; the proof follows directly from [22] and is hence omitted for brevity.
Theorem 3.1 Consider the general INH set-up and assume that the corresponding α-likelihood
Q
(α)
n (θ), given in (2), is six times continuously differentiable function on Θ for each n ≥ 1. Also
consider a four times continuously differentiable function q(θ) on Θ ⊆ Rp. Suppose there exists
positive number , M and η and an integer n0 such that the followings are satisfied for all n ≥ n0.
(B1) With 0 ≤ d ≤ 6, we have n−1|∇j1...jdQ(α)n (θ)| < M for all 1 ≤ j1, ..., jd ≤ p and θ ∈ Bδ(θ).
(B2)
∣∣∣−n−1∇2Q(α)n (θ̂n,α)∣∣∣ > η.
(B3) For all δ ∈ (0, ), Bδ(θ̂n,α) ⊂ Θ and∣∣∣−∇2Q(α)n (θ̂n,α)∣∣∣1/2 ∫
Θ\Bδ(θ̂n,α)
q(θ) exp
[
Q(α)n (θ)−Q(α)n (θ̂n,α)
]
dθ = O
(
n−2
)
.
Then, we have the following asymptotic expansion∫
q(θ) exp[Q(α)n (θ)]dθ = q(θ̂n,α) exp[Q
(α)
n (θ̂n,α)](2pi)
p
2
∣∣∣−∇2Q(α)n (θ̂n,α)∣∣∣−1/2 [1 +O(n−1)]. (16)
Corollary 3.1.1 Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 with q(θ) = h(θ)pi(θ) and q(θ) = pi(θ),
we have the following expansion of the expectation of h(θ) under the R(α)-posterior distribution of
θ as given by ∫
h(θ) exp[Q
(α)
n (θ)]pi(θ)dθ∫
exp[Q
(α)
n (θ)]pi(θ)dθ
= h(θ̂n,α)
[
1 +O(n−1)
]
.
In particular, the ERPE satisfies θ̂En,α = θ̂n,α
[
1 +O(n−1)
]
, implying Result (a) of Theorem 2.2.
Note that, verifying the Assumptions (B1)–(B3) for any particular examples of INH set-up,
we can use the expansion (16) to approximate any R(α)-Bayes estimator including the ERPE; we
will present some examples below. However, in some cases, it might be easier to verify a stronger
version (B3)∗ (given below) of Assumption (B3), which is similar in spirit to Assumption (E2); see
also [22].
(B3)∗ For all δ ∈ (0, ), Bδ(θ̂n,α) ⊂ Θ and lim sup
n→∞
sup
θ∈Θ\Bδ(θ̂n,α)
1
n
[
Q(α)n (θ)−Q(α)n (θ̂n,α)
]
< 0.
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Example 3.1 [Fixed-design Linear Regression model]:
Let us again consider the fixed-design linear regression model as described in Examples 2.1, 2.2.
We will now verify the Assumptions (B1)–(B3) so that the Laplace expansion in (16) can be used
for approximate computation of our R(α)-Bayes estimators of parameter in this regression model.
Note that, whether the error variance σ2 is known or unknown, Assumption (B1) is straight-
forward to verify and (B2) is directly implied by Condition (R2). Now, we argue that Conditions
(R1)–(R2) also imply Assumption (B3)∗ and hence (B3). For this purpose, let us first assume σ to
be known (so that θ = β) and the true density belongs to the model family (so that gi = fi,βg for
all i). Then, after some algebra, we get
1
n
[
Q(α)n (θ)−Q(α)n (β̂n,α)
]
=
1√
1 + α(
√
2piσ)α
1
n
n∑
i=1
[
e
−α(β−β
g)T ziz
T
i (β−βg)
2σ2(α+1) − e−
α(β̂n,α−βg)T zizTi (β̂n,α−βg)
2σ2(α+1)
]
=
1
α
√
1 + α(
√
2piσ)α
1
n
n∑
i=1
[
e
−α(β−β
g)T ziz
T
i (β−βg)
2σ2(α+1) − 1
]
+ op(1) (17)
since β̂n,α → βg under Assumptions (R1)–(R2) [9]. Now, we can follow the calculations in the line
of Example 2.1 to get some K > 0, which satisfies
1
n
[
Q(α)n (θ)−Q(α)n (β̂n,α)
]
≤ − e
−K
2σ2(1 + α)1/2(
√
2piσ)α
(β − βg)T [n−1(ZTZ)](β − βg) + op(1).
If λ
(p)
n denote the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix [n−1(ZTZ)], for all sufficiently large n on the
region Θ \Bδ(β̂n,α), we have
(β − βg)T [n−1(ZTZ)](β − βg) ≥ λ(p)n (β − βg)T (β − βg) > λ(p)n (‖β − β̂n,α‖ − ‖β̂n,α − βg‖)2 > η0
δ2
4
,
due to the consistency of β̂n,α. Therefore, the required inequality of (B3)
∗ holds and hence As-
sumption (B3).
For the case of unknown error variance also, we can similarly modify the calculations of Example
2.2 to show that (B3)∗ again holds under the same Assumptions (R1)–(R2). 
Example 3.2 [Fixed-design Logistic Regression model]:
Here, we want to verify assumptions (B1)–(B3) for logistic regression model described in Example
2.3. (B1) is straightforward to show, and (B2) follows from the condition (R3). Only challenge
remains is to verify (B3)∗. But this verification is simiilar to the verification of (E1)–(E3), as done
in appendix. Using the fact that βˆn,α → βg, we can say that
1
n
[
Q(α)n (β)−Q(α)n (β̂n,α)
]
=
1
n
[
Q(α)n (β)−Q(α)n (βg)
]
+
1
n
[
Q(α)n (β
g)−Q(α)n (β̂n,α)
]
≤ −+ op(1) ≤ − 
2
for sufficiently large n and for Θ \Bδ(β̂n,α).
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4 Local Robustness under Data Contamination
The influence function (IF) is a classical frequentist measure of (local) robustness of an estimator
against data contamination, which measures the asymptotic bias caused by an infinitesimal amount
contamination at a distant outlying point. It has been used in the Bayesian context by [10] to
study the theoretical robustness properties of the R(α)-Bayes estimators as well as the whole R(α)-
posteriors density. Although IF is initially proposed and mostly discussed in the context of IID
data, it has also been extended for the general INH set-up by [9, 20] and others. Here, we now use
the extended definitions of the IF to theoretically justify the robustness of the R(α)-posterior based
inference under the general INH set-up.
Consider the INH set-up and associated notations as in Section 1. Let us denote the collec-
tions of the true and model distribution functions as G = {G1, . . . , Gn} and Fn,θ = {F1,θ, ..., Fn,θ},
respectively. In order to define the IF for the INH set-up, one considers the contaminated distribu-
tions Gi, = (1− )Gi + ∧ti , where ∧ti is the degenerate distribution at the point of contamination
ti for i = 1, . . . , n. Then, the IF of any statistical functional T (G), associated with the estimator
under consideration, can be defined with contamination either at a fixed i0-th direction or in all
the directions, respectively, as
IFi0(ti0 ;T,G) =
∂
∂
Tα(G1, ..., Gi0,, ..., Gn)|=0,
IF (t1, .., tn;T,G) = ∂
∂
Tα(G1,, ..., Gn,)|=0.
If these IFs are bounded in the contaminations points, the corresponding estimator is expected to
be robust whereas unbounded IF indicates the non-robust nature of the underlying estimator.
Since the IF is defined in terms of statistical functionals, in our present context, we first need
to define a functional corresponding to the α-likelihood Q
(α)
n (θ) as
Q(α)(θ;G,Fn,θ) =
n∑
i=1
[
1
α
∫
fαi,θ(x)dGi(x)−
1
1 + α
∫
f1+αi,θ (x)dx−
1
α
]
=
n∑
i=1
Q
(α)
i (θ;Gi, Fi,θ). (18)
Following the ideas of [10], we can then write the generalized R(α)-posterior density as a functional
of the true data generating distributions G and the unknown parameter θ as follows:
piα(θ,G) = pi(θ)e
Q(α)(θ;G,Fn,θ)∫
pi(θ)eQ
(α)(θ;G,Fn,θ)dθ
. (19)
For fixed sample size n, given a loss function L(·, ·), the corresponding Rα-Bayes functional can
then be defined as
T (α)Ln (G) = arg min
t
∫
L(θ, t)pi(θ)eQ
(α)(θ;G,Fn,θ)dθ∫
pi(θ)eQ
(α)(θ;G,Fn,θ)dθ
. (20)
In particular, if L is the squared error Loss, the statistical functional corresponding to the ERPE
is given by
T (α)en (G) =
∫
θpi(θ)eQ
(α)(θ;G,Fn,θ)dθ∫
pi(θ)eQ
(α)(θ;G,Fn,θ)dθ
. (21)
We now derive the IF for these ERPE functional as well as the general Rα-Bayes functionals in the
following subsections.
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4.1 Influence Function of expected R(α) Posterior
One can easily compute the IF of the ERPE by straight-forward differentiation at a fixed sample
size n which, under contamination in only i0-th direction, turns out to have the form
IFi0(ti0 , T
(α)e
n ,G) = CovPRn (θ, ki0,α(θ, ti0 , gi0)). (22)
where CovPRn denotes the covariance under the (true) R
(α)-posterior functional density in (19) and
ki,α(θ, ti, gi) =
1
α
[
fαi,θ(ti)−
∫
fαi,θgi
]
, α > 0,
ki,0(θ, ti, gi) = log fi,θ(ti)−
∫
gi log fi,θ. (23)
Similarly, the influence function of T
(α)e
n with contamination at all the data points can be seen
to have the form
IF (t1, ..., tn, T
(α)e
n ,G) =
n∑
i=1
CovPRn (θ, ki,α(θ, ti, gi)). (24)
Although it is not straightforward to verify the boundedness of these IFs, for most common
densities in exponential form, it is clear that the associated quantity ki,α(θ, ti, gi) is unbounded in
ti at α = 0 but becomes bounded for any α > 0. The exact values of the IF can be computed
numerically to verify the same for the IF indicating the claimed robustness of our proposed ERPE
at α > 0; an example in the context of linear regression is given in Subsection 4.4 below.
4.2 Influence Function of General R(α) Bayes Estimator
We now derive the influence function of the R(α)-Bayes estimator with respect to any general loss
function L(., .), provided L is twice differentiable in its second argument. For this purpose, we note
that the associated functional in (20) can alternatively be defines as the solution of the estimating
equation
∂
∂t
[∫
L(θ, t)pi(θ)eQ
(α)(θ;G,Fn,θ)dθ∫
pi(θ)eQ
(α)(θ;G,Fn,θ)dθ
]
= 0.
Through standard differentiation, this estimating equation can be simplified as∫
L′(θ, T (α)Ln (G) exp[Q(α)(θ;G,Fn,θ)]pi(θ)dθ = 0, (25)
where we denote L′(θ, T (α)Ln (G)) denotes the partial derivative of L(θ, t) with respect to t evaluated
at t = T
(α)L
n (G) (Similarly we will also denote the corresponding second order derivative by L′′).
Now, in order to derive the IF of T
(α)L
n (G) under contamination in the ith0 direction, we replace
Gi0 in the estimating equation (25) by Gi0, and differentiate it with respect to  at  = 0. Collecting
terms with some little algebra, the resulting IF turns out to have the form
IFi0(ti0 , T
(α)L
n ,G) = −
EPRn [L
′(θ, T (α)Ln (G))ki0,α(θ, ti0 , gi0)]
EPRn [L
′′(θ, T (α)Ln (G))]
.
Similarly, we can replace each Gi in the estimating equation (25) by Gi, and proceed as before
to get the IF of T
(α)L
n (G) under contaminate in all the distributions, which has the form
IF (t1, ..., tn, T
(α)L
n ,G) = −
n∑
i=1
EPRn [L
′(θ, T (α)Ln (G))ki,α(θ, ti, gi)]
EPRn [L
′′(θ, T (α)Ln (G))]
=
n∑
i=1
IFi(ti, T
(α)L
n ,G).
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4.3 Influence Function of overall R(α)-Posterior Density
In Bayesian paradigm the whole posterior distribution is more important than a particular point
estimator and hence its robustness is worth investigating to study the robustness of any Bayes
procedure based on it. Ghosh and Basu [10] first developed some pseudo influence function (PIF)
measure to investigate the robustness properties of a density function, having same interpretation
as the usual IF, and applied it to prove the non-robustness of the usual Bayes posterior having
unbounded PIF and also the robustness of R(α)-posterior density under the IID set-up. Here,
we now extend their definition of PIF in the context of general INH data to justify the claimed
robustness of the corresponding generalized R(α)-posterior density functional defined in (19).
Let us first consider the contamination to be at a particular i0-th direction (distribution) and
measure the local change in the R(α) Posterior density due to infinitesimal contamination as
lim
↓0
piα(θ;G1, ..., Gi0,, ..., Gn)− piα(θ;G)

=
∂
∂
piα(θ;G1, ..., Gi0,, ..., Gn)
∣∣∣
=0
.
After some calculation, one can simplify this measure to the form
∂
∂
piα(θ;G1, ..., Gi0,, ..., Gn)
∣∣∣
=0
= piα(θ;G)[ki0,α(θ, ti0 , gi0)− EPRn{ki0,α(θ, ti0 , gi0)}]
= piα(θ;G)Ii0,α(θ, ti0 , Gi0), (26)
where the expectation in the above expression is taken under the (true) R(α)-posterior density
functional piα(θ;G) in (19) and
Ii,α(θ, ti, Gi) = ki,α(θ, ti, gi)− EPRn [ki,α(θ, ti, gi)]
provides an interpretation same as the IF. As discussed in [10], we refer to it as the pseudo influence
function under the INH set-up. At a finite sample size n, this provides us a measure of local
robustness of the whole pseudo posterior density. In particular, if this quantity Ii,α(θ, ti, Gi) is
unbounded, then the relative change in the R(α)-posterior density may be infinite under distant
contamination in the i-th density, which means our inference based on this pseudo-posterior will
be unstable. On the other hand, if Ii,α(θ, ti, Gi) is bounded, our inference would be more robust.
Note that expectation of this quantity is zero under the R(α) posterior density functional.
Similarly, when we assume the contamination is in all distributions, the corresponding measure
of local change in the R(α)-posterior density can be given by
lim
↓0
piα(θ;G1,, ..., Gn,)− piα(θ;G)

=
∂
∂
piα(θ;G1,, ..., Gn,)
∣∣∣
=0
= piα(θ;G)
n∑
i=1
Ii,α(θ, ti, Gi). (27)
Here the relevant quantity to measure the robustness is the total pseudo influence measure PIF
Iα(θ; t1, ..., tn;G) =
∑n
i=1 Ii,α(θ, ti, Gi), which can be verified for boundedness to study the ro-
bustness of the underlying pseudo-posterior density under INH set-up; see Example in the next
subsection. Based on this measure Iα(θ; t1, ..., tn;G), we can also define local and global measure
of sensitivity of the R(α)-posterior density with respect to the contamination in our INH data,
respectively, as γα(t1, ..., tn) = supθ Iα(θ; t1, ..., tn;G) at any set of contamination points {t1, ..., tn}
and γ∗α = sup
t1,...,tn
γα(t1, ..., tn).
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An alternative interpretation of the PIF can also be provided under the general set-up as done
in [10] for IID cases. Let us consider the φ-divergence measure between densities v1, v2 as defined by
ρ(v1, v2) =
∫
φ(
v1
v2
)v2, where φ is a smooth convex function with bounded first and second derivative
and φ(1) = 0. Then, depending on the contamination scenarios, and by usual differentiations, one
can show that
lim
↓0
ρ(piα(θ;G1, ..., Gi,, ..., Gn), piα(θ;G))

= φ′(1)EPRn
[
Ii,α(θ, ti, Gi)
]
= 0 (28)
and
lim
↓0
ρ(piα(θ;G1,, ..., Gn,), piα(θ;G))

= φ′(1)EPRn
[
Iα(θ; t1, ..., tn;G)] = 0. (29)
However, if we magnifying the divergence by 2 before taking limits, for contamination in all
directions, we indeed get
lim
↓0
ρ(piα(θ;G1,, ..., Gn,), piα(θ;G))
2
=
∂2
∂2
ρ(piα(θ;G1,, ..., Gn,), piα(θ;G))
∣∣∣
=0
= φ′′(1)EPRn
[
Iα(θ; t1, ..., tn;G)
]2
= φ′′(1)V arPRn
[
Iα(θ; t1, ..., tn;G)
]
. (30)
This limiting value also gives a possible measure of local sensitivity of the R(α)-posterior density
under the INH set-up, which we may denote by sα(t1, ..., tn); A global measure of the correspond-
ing (variance) sensitivity can be defined as s∗α = sup
t1,...,tn
sα(t1, ..., tn). Similar results also hold for
contamination in any one fixed-direction and is hence omitted for brevity
4.4 Example: Linear Regression with Known Error Variance
For illustration of the pseudo IF analyses, we recall the example of fixed-design linear regression
model with known error variance, as described in Example 2.1. For simplicity, let us consider a
one dimensional parameter (one covariate only); the cases of multiple covariates can be dealt in a
similar manner.
We first study the robustness of the ERPE of the regression coefficient θ = β via the correspond-
ing IF formula derived in Subsection 4.1. Note that, it is not easy to get a closed form expression
for the IF at α > 0, although we can compute it for α = 0 as
IF (t, t, . . . , t, T (0)en ,G) =
n(t− Zβg)
n+ 1
;
here we have considered the contamination in all distributions at the points t1 = t2 = · · · = tn = t.
Clearly, this IF of the usual Bayes estimator under squared error loss (posterior expectation) is
unbounded in t for every fixed sample size n indicating its non-robust nature even under infinitesimal
contamination. For α > 0, we numerically compute the IF of the corresponding ERPEs assuming
contamination in all distributions at the points t1 = t2 = · · · = tn = t; we consider the example
with βg = 5, zi are generated from N(1, 1) and the prior to be N(5, 1), and the computations
are done using an appropriate importance sampling scheme. The resulting values of the IF are
plotted over t in Figure 1 for different values of α > 0 and two fixed sample sizes n = 20, 50. The
boundedness of these IFs is clear from the figures indicating the claimed robustness of our ERPE
at α > 0.
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Figure 1: Plots of the fixed sample IF of the ERPE for different α and sample sizes n
Next let us study the robustness of the whole posterior density via the pseudo IF derived in
Section 4.3. We again consider contamination in all distributions at the points t1 = ... = tn = t
and the set-ups as before to numerically compute these pseudo IFs at α > 0, which are presented
in Figure 2. At α = 0, we again can derive its explicit form as given by
Iα(β; t, ..., t;G) = (β − βg)
n∑
i=1
(
tzi − βgz2i
)
,
which is clearly unbounded in the contamination point t indicating the non-robust nature of the
usual posterior density. However, as seen from Figure 2, the pseudo IF of the general R(α)-posterior
density is bounded at α > 0 indicating the claimed robustness of any inference based on this
proposed pseudo posterior. Further, the supremum of these pseudo IFs (sensitivities) can be seen
to decrease as α increases from 0.1 to 0.8 which indicates the increase in the extent of robustness
with increasing values of α > 0.
5 A Global Robustness Result for the ERPE: Breakdown Point
The global robustness of an estimator functional is measured by the (asymptotic) breakdown point.
This frequentist property of estimators are widely used under IID data though different (but related)
formulations; see for example [18]. However, in the context of INH data, it is recently defined in
[9] by extending the corresponding IID idea from [25]. Considering a statistical functional T (G)
at the true densities G = {G1, . . . , Gn} under the our INH set-up with a given sample size n,
the breakdown point of T is defined as the minimum  > 0 such that there exists a sequence of
contamination distributions {Ki,m} satisfying
|T ((1− )G1 + K1,m, . . . , (1− )Gn + Kn,m)− T (G)| → ∞, as m→∞.
Ghosh and Basu [9] also used this definition to prove the breakdown point of the minimum DPD
functional defined as the minimizer of the α-likelihood functional Q(α)(θ;G,Fn,θ) in (18) with
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Figure 2: Plots of fixed sample pseudo-influence function of R(α) posterior density for several α and for
different sample sizes n
respect to θ under a location-scale type INH model. In particular, they have considered the models
families to be
Fi,θ =
{
1
σ
f
(y − li(µ)
σ
)
: θ = (µ, σ) ∈ Θ
}
(31)
where µ is a location parameter and σ is the scale parameter, and proved that the minimum DPD
functional Tµn,α(G) of µ has the maximum asymptotic breakdown point of 0.5 at the model with
fixed scale parameter, under certain assumptions [(BP1)–(BP3) in their paper [9]].
We will now apply the above idea of breakdown point in the Bayesian context to study the
global robustness of our R(α)-Bayes estimators, in particular for the ERPE. The idea is to prove
the asymptotic equivalence of the ERPE functional T
(α)e
n (G), defined in (21), for the location
parameter θ = µ under the model family in (31) with known variance (σ) with the corresponding
minimum DPD functional Tµn,α(G); the rigorous result is presented in the following theorem for
general INH models which follows in a similar fashion as in the proofs of Section 3.
Theorem 5.1 Consider the general INH set-up and assume that the conditions of Theorem 3.1 hold
with α-likelihood Q
(α)
n (θ) replaced by the corresponding functional Q(α)(θ;G,Fn,θ) and q(θ) replaced
by the corresponding prior pi(θ). Then, an asymptotic expansion similar to (16) holds for the R(α)-
posterior functional and the ERPE functional T
(α)e
n (G), defined in (21), is asymptotically equivalent
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to the corresponding minimum DPD functional Tn,α(G), defined as a minimizer of Q(α)(θ;G,Fn,θ)
with respect to θ ∈ Θ, in the sense
T (α)en (G) = Tn,α(G)
[
1 +O(n−1)
]
.
Note that Theorem 5.1 holds for general INH models and not only for the particular model family
given in (31). Then, the asymptotic breakdown point result of our ERPE under this location-scale
type model (31) follows directly from the corresponding results for the MDPDE given in [9], which
is presented in the subsequent theorem; the proof is given in Appendix C for brevity of presentation.
Theorem 5.2 Consider the INH set-up with the model family being given by (31) with fixed σ (so
that θ = µ) and assume that the conditions of Theorem 3.1 hold with α-likelihood Q
(α)
n (θ) replaced
by the corresponding functional Q(α)(θ;G,Fn,θ) and q(θ) replaced by the underlying prior pi(µ) on
θ = µ. Further, if Assumptions (BP1)–(BP3) given in Ghosh and Basu [9] hold for the model
families and the contamination densities, then the asymptotic breakdown point ∗ of the ERPE
functional µ
(α)e
n = T
(α)e
n (G) of the location parameter µ at any α > 0 is at least 12 at the model.
Note that, this particular location scale type family (31) covers the important case of the
fixed-design linear regression with known error variance as discussed in Example 2.1. Hence, all
the breakdown point results derived in this section applies to the estimators of the corresponding
regression coefficient β.
Remark 5.1 Since IID set-ups are particular cases of the general INH set-up with fi,θ = fθ for all
i, all the asymptotic and breakdown point results of this section also hold for the IID cases; such
results were not available in the literature of IID cases as well.
6 Conclusions
This paper illustrates a Bernstein-von Mises type result which provides the contraction rate of the
robust pseudo posterior in INH set up under certain assumptions. It also deals with the asymptotic
expansion of the robustified posterior in general. Not only that, we have simplified our assumptions
in the well-known scenarios, such as linear regression and logistic regression.
The second major contribution of this paper is to develop the local robustness properties of
the R(α) Bayes estimators, mainly by deriving influence function and pseudo-influence functions in
general. We have also dealt with the analysis of a global robustness measure, namely breakdown
point of the ERP functionals of the location parameter under a location-scale type INH model,
keeping the scale parameter fixed.
In a nutshell, we think that our current work is very extensive, and broadens the scope of
finding new research problems in this area. As a future work, we can think of developing similar
analysis in non-independent set ups, such as in time series or Markov models. Another direction
could be to develop a new Bayes hypothesis testing using the robust posterior, both in IID and INH
setup, and generalizing all the results in existing literature for usual Bayesian inference. Some more
applications of the proposed methodologies in generalized linear models will also be worthwhile.
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A Proof of Theorem 2.1
Using the form of pi
(α)
R (θ|X1, X2, ..., Xn), we get,
pi∗Rn (t) =
exp(Q
(α)
n (θˆn,α +
t√
n
))pi(θˆn,α +
t√
n
)∫
exp(Q
(α)
n (θˆn,α +
t√
n
))pi(θˆn,α +
t√
n
)dt
= c−1n exp
[
Q(α)n (θˆn,α +
t√
n
)−Q(α)n (θˆn,α)
]
pi(θˆn,α +
t√
n
),
(32)
where cn is the required normalizing constant. Define
gn(t) = pi(θˆn,α +
t√
n
) exp[Q(α)n (θˆn,α +
t√
n
)−Q(α)n (θˆn,α)]− pi(θg)e−
1
2
t′Ψn,α(θg)t.
Then to prove the first part, it is enough to show that with probability tending to one,∫
|gn(t)|dt→ 0 as n→∞. (33)
Let us consider S1 = {t : ||t|| > δ0
√
n} and S2 = {t : ||t|| ≤ δ0
√
n}. We shall show that∫
Si
|gn(t)|dt → 0, as n → ∞ for i = 1, 2. From now, for notational simplicity, we omit the
superscript α in Q
(α)
n and θˆn,α; and just denote it by Qn and θˆn respectively. So, by definition,
∇Qn(θˆn) = 0.
Now, as per our notation, − 1
n
52 Qn(θ) = Ψˆn(θ). By assumption (A6) of [9], and applying
a generalized version of Khinchin’s weak law, it follows that ∀j, k, (Ψˆn(θg))jk − (Ψn,α(θg))jk → 0
with probability tending to one. Now,
Qn(θˆn +
t√
n
)−Qn(θˆn) = 1
2n
t′[∇2Qn(θˆn)]t+ 1
6n
√
n
∑
j,k,l
tjtktl 5jkl Qn(θ′n)
= −1
2
t′Ψˆn(θˆn)t+Rn(t).
Note that
|Rn(t)| ≤ C 1√
n
∑
j,k,l
tjtktl
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n∑
i
5jklVi(Xi, θ′n)
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ C 1√
n
∑
j,k,l
tjtktl
(
1
n
∑
i
∣∣5jklVi(Xi, θ′n)∣∣
)
≤ C 1√
n
∑
j,k,l
tjtktl
(
1
n
∑
i
M
(i)
jkl(Xi)
)
.
By assumption (A5) , | 1
n
∑
iM
(i)
jkl(Xi)| < 2mjkl < ∞ with prob tending to 1 for sufficiently
large n. Thus for a fixed t, Rn(t)→ 0 as n→∞. Now for 1 ≤ j, k ≤ p,
(Ψˆn(θˆn))jk = − 1
n
5jk Qn(θˆn)
= − 1
n
5jk Qn(θg) + 1
1 + α
∑
l
(θˆ(l)n − θ(l)g )
1
n
n∑
i=1
5jklVi(Xi, θ′′n)
= (Ψˆn(θg))jk +R1n(t).
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Now, by similar method as we used to show Rn(t)→ 0,
|R1n(t)| ≤ C1
∑
l
|(θˆ(l)n − θ(l)g )|
(
1
n
∑
i
M
(i)
jkl(Xi)
)
.
Since | 1
n
∑
iM
(i)
jkl(Xi)| < ∞ with prob tending to 1 for sufficiently large n and θˆn is consistent for
θg, we conclude that R1n(t) = op(1). So
Ψˆn(θˆn) = Ψn,α(θg) + (Ψˆn(θg)−Ψn,α(θg)) + op(1) = Ψn,α(θg) + op(1),
since we have shown (Ψˆn(θ))jk − (Ψn,α(θ))jk → 0 with probability tending to one. Hence for a
fixed t,
|gn(t)| = |pi(θˆn + t√
n
) exp[Qn(θˆn +
t√
n
)−Qn(θˆn)]− pi(θg)e− 12 t′Ψn,α(θg)t|
≤ |pi(θˆn + t√
n
)|| exp(zn)− exp(z)|+ exp(z)|pi(θˆn + t√
n
)− pi(θg)| → 0
as n → ∞ by continuity of pi at θg, where zn = exp(Qn(θˆn + t√n)) and z = e−
1
2
t′Ψn,α(θg)t. Now,
for t ∈ S2, using assumption (A5), choose δ0 so small that |Rn(t)| < 1
4
t′Ψˆn(θˆn)t, for all sufficiently
large n. So for t ∈ S2, we get
Qn(θˆn +
t√
n
)−Qn(θˆn) < −1
4
t′Ψˆn(θˆn)t
i.e.,
exp
[
Qn(θˆn +
t√
n
)−Qn(θˆn)
]
< e−
1
4
t′Ψˆn(θˆn)t < e−
1
8
t′Ψn,α(θg)t.
Hence, for t ∈ S2,
|gn(t)| ≤ 2pi(θg)e− 18 t′Ψn,α(θg)t + pi(θg)e− 12 t′Ψn,α(θg)t
which is integrable. Hence by Dominated Convergence Theorem,
∫
S2
|gn(t)|dt→ 0 as n→∞.
Now we consider the integral over S1. For t ∈ S1, we get
1
n
[
Qn
(
θˆn +
t√
n
)
−Qn(θˆn)
]
=
1
n
[
Qn
(
θˆn +
t√
n
)
−Qn(θg)
]
+
1
n
[Qn(θg)−Qn(θˆn)]
≤ sup
||θ−θg ||> δ02
1
n
(Qn(θ)−Qn(θg))
+
1
2n
(θˆn − θg)′[52Qn(θˆn)](θˆn − θg)
+
1
6n
∑
j,k,l
(θˆnj − θgj)(θˆnk − θgk)(θˆnl − θgl)5jkl Qn(θ∗n)
where θ∗n lies between θˆn and θg. The first term in the last inequality comes from the fact that θˆn is
consistent for θg and
||t||√
n
> δ0 as t ∈ S1. Now using Assumption (E3), Assumption (A5) of Ghosh
and Basu(2013) [9] and − 1
n
52Qn(θˆn) = Ψˆn(θˆn) = Ψn,α(θg) + op(1), it is clear that the second and
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third term of the above inequality goes to 0 with probability tending to 1 for sufficiently large n.
By Assumption (E3), the first term is less than − with probability one for sufficiently large n for
some  > 0, and hence with probability one,
1
n
[Qn
(
θˆn +
t√
n
)
−Qn(θˆn)] < − 
2
, for all sufficiently
large n. Therefore, we get∫
S1
|gn(t)|dt ≤
∫
S1
pi(θˆn +
t√
n
)e−
n
2 +
∫
S1
pi(θg)e
− 1
2
t′Ψn,α(θg)t
≤ e−n2 √n ∫ pi(θ)dθ + pi(θg)( 2pi|Ψn,α(θg)|
) p
2 ∫
S1
φn(t)dt
where φn(t) is the pdf of Np(0,Ψ
−1
n (θg)). Now, the first integral goes to 0, as n→∞ if
∫
pi(θ)dθ <
∞, and using assumption (E3), the second integral also goes to 0, since this is a Normal Tail Prob-
ability, whose variance is non-zero and finite for sufficiently large n. Hence we have shown that,
with probability tending to one,
∫
S1
|gn(t)| → 0, as n→∞, and that completes the proof of the first
part.
The proof of the second part follows from the fact that Ψˆn(θˆn) = Ψn,α(θg) + op(1).
B Verification of (E1)-(E2) for Fixed-design Logistic Regression
Let βg be the best fitting parameter. So the true data generating density for ith observation
is gi = fi(x, β
g). Recall the notations of section 2. Note that Vi(x, β) =
1 + e((1+α)z
T
i β)
(1 + ez
T
i β)1+α
−
(1 + 1α)
exαz
T
i β
(1 + ez
T
i β)α
. Let hx(t) =
etx
1 + et
, x = 0, 1. Then h′x(t) =
xetx
1 + et
− e
t(x+1)
(1 + et)2
, h′′x(t) =
x(
xetx
1 + et
− e
t(x+1)
(1 + et)2
)− ((x+ 1)e
t(x+1)
(1 + et)2
−2 e
t(x+2)
(1 + et)3
), h′′′x (t) = x2(
xetx
1 + et
− e
t(x+1)
(1 + et)2
)− (2x+1)
[
(1+
x)
et(x+1)
(1 + et)2
+ 2
et(x+2)
(1 + et)3
]
+ 2
[
(x+ 2)
et(x+2)
(1 + et)3
+ 3
et(x+3)
(1 + et)4
]
.
So, h′x(t), h′′x(t), h′′′x (t) all are bounded for x = 0, 1.
Note that
∇jVi(x, β) = zij(1 + α)
[ 1∑
u=0
(hu(z
′
iβ))
αh′u(z
′
iβ)− (hx(z′iβ))α−1h′x(z′iβ)
]
,
∇jkVi(x, β) = zijzik(1 + α)
[
α
1∑
u=0
(hu(z
′
iβ))
α−1(h′u(z
′
iβ))
2 +
1∑
u=0
(hu(z
′
iβ))
αh′′u(z
′
iβ)
− (α− 1)(hy(z′iβ))α−2(h′x(z′iβ))2 − (hx(z′iβ))α−1h′′x(z′iβ)
]
,
∇jklVi(x, β) = zijzikzil(1 + α)
[
α(α− 1)
1∑
u=0
(hu(z
′
iβ))
α−2(h′u(z
′
iβ))
3 + 3α
1∑
u=0
(hu(z
′
iβ))
α−1h′u(z
′
iβ)h
′′
u(z
′
iβ)
+
1∑
u=0
(hu(z
′
iβ))
αh′′′u (z
′
iβ)− (α− 1)(α− 2)(hy(z′iβ))α−3(h′y(z′iβ))3
− 3(α− 1)(hx(z′iβ))α−2h′x(z′iβ)h′′x(z′iβ)− (hu(z′iβ))α−1h′′′x (z′iβ)
]
.
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We first prove the condition (E1). So we have to prove the conditions (A1)-(A6) of Ghosh and
Basu (2013) [9]. (A1)-(A3) are trivial, since all the model densities are thrice differentiable, and
we can take the differential under the integral sign. (A4) is obvious from condition L2, since the
condition (A4) is (R3) itself. Now we have to show (A5), i.e there exists a function M
(i)
jkl(x) such
that
|∇jklVi(x, β)| ≤M (i)jkl(x) ∀β,∀i
where
1
n
n∑
i=1
Egi
[
M
(i)
jkl(X)
]
= O(1) ∀j, k, l.
Now R1 and the above expression for ∇jklVi(x, β) implies |∇jklVi(x, β)| ≤ C for some constant C,
which obviously imply (A5).
Now we focus on (A6). We have to show
lim
N→∞
sup
n>1
{ 1
n
n∑
i=1
Egi [|∇jVi(X, θ)|I(|∇jVi(X, θ)| > N)]
}
= 0
and
lim
N→∞
sup
n>1
{ 1
n
n∑
i=1
Egi [|∇jkVi(X, θ)− Egi(∇jkVi(X, θ))|
I(|∇jkVi(X, θ)− Egi(∇jkVi(X, θ))| > N)]
}
= 0.
Since R1 says that max
1≤i≤n
|zij ||zik| = O(1), hence ∇jkVi(x, θ) is bounded for x = 0, 1. Hence for large
N , the indicator itself becomes 0, regardless of i, j, k. This finally proves (E1).
Now come to E2. Throughout the rest of the proof, we write Q
(α)
n (β) as Q
(
nβ) for notational
simplicity. Note that
Qn(β) =
1
α
n∑
i=1
eα(xiz
′
iβ−log(1+ez
′
iβ)) − 1
1 + α
n∑
i=1
[
e(1+α)(− log(1+e
z′iβ)) + e(1+α)(z
′
iβ−log(1+ez
′
iβ))
]
.
So, using MVT on each of the term in the summand for Qn(β), and write them as a function of
z′iβ, we get
1
n
(Qn(β)−Qn(βg)) = 1
n
(β − βg)′
n∑
i=1
eαt
∗
i xi
(1 + et
∗
i )1+α
(xi − e
t∗i
1 + et
∗
i
)zi − 1
n
(β − βg)′
n∑
i=1
e(1+α)t
∗
i − et∗i
(1 + et
∗
i )2+α
zi
where t∗i is between z
′
iβ and z
′
iβ
g. Since xi can be only 0 and 1, so write
eαt
∗
i xi = xie
αt∗i + (1− xi).
Hence, after some calculation.
1
n
(Qn(β)−Qn(βg)) = 1
n
(β − βg)′
n∑
i=1
xi(e
αt∗i + et
∗
i )
(1 + et
∗
i )1+α
zi − 1
n
(β − βg)′
n∑
i=1
(e(1+α)t
∗
i + e2t
∗
i )
(1 + et
∗
i )2+α
zi.
Now Eβg [xi] =
ez
′
iβ
g
1 + ez
′
iβ
g . Since all terms in the coefficient of xi in the above term is bounded, so
using Kolmogorov SLLN, we get
vn =
1
n
n∑
i=1
xi(e
αt∗i + et
∗
i )
(1 + et
∗
i )1+α
zi − 1
n
n∑
i=1
ez
′
iβ
g
1 + ez
′
iβ
g
(eαt
∗
i + et
∗
i )
(1 + et
∗
i )1+α
zi
a.s−−→ 0.
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Hence,
1
n
(Qn(β)−Qn(βg)) = − 1
n
(β − βg)′
n∑
i=1
(
et
∗
i
1 + et
∗
i
− e
z′iβ
g
1 + ez
′
iβ
g )
(eαt
∗
i + et
∗
i )
(1 + et
∗
i )1+α
zi + (β − βg)′vn
= − 1
n
(β − βg)′
n∑
i=1
et
∗∗
i
(1 + et
∗∗
i )2
(eαt
∗
i + et
∗
i )
(1 + et
∗
i )1+α
zi(t
∗
i − z′iβg) + (β − βg)′vn
where t∗∗i is between t
∗
i and z
′
iβ
g. Note that (z′iβ − z′iβg)(t∗i − z′iβg) ≥ (t∗i − z′iβg)2.
Now, we can get a βq 6= βg such that = (t∗i − z′iβg)2 ≥ (βq − βg)′ziz′i(βq − βg) for all β outside the
δ neighbourhood of βg . So
1
n
(β−βg)′
n∑
i=1
et
∗∗
i
(1 + et
∗∗
i )2
(eαt
∗
i + et
∗
i )
(1 + et
∗
i )1+α
zi(t
∗
i−z′iβg) ≥
1
n
(βq−βg)′
n∑
i=1
et
∗∗
i
(1 + et
∗∗
i )2
(eαt
∗
i + et
∗
i )
(1 + et
∗
i )1+α
ziz
′
i(β
q−βg).
Note that, by supporting hyperplane theorem, ∃ β0 such that z′iβ0 > 0 for all i = 1, 2, ..., n. Also
note that the two functions h1(t) =
et
(1 + et)2
and h2(t) =
eαt + et
(1 + et)1+α
are even functions, i.e
h1(t) = h1(−t) and h2(t) = h2(−t) . So, w.l.o.g, we assume t∗i , t∗∗i > 0. Since h1(t) is decreasing
for t > 0, and h2(t) is decreasing for t >
1
α , hence we can find a positive constant C such that
h1(t
∗∗
i ) ≥ h1(z′iβg +Cz′iβ0), and h2(t∗i ) ≥ h2(z′iβg +Cz′iβ0). Call β∗ = βg +Cβ0. So finally we get,
1
n
(Qn(β)−Qn(βg)) ≤ − 1
n
(βq − βg)′
n∑
i=1
ez
T
i β
∗
(eαz
T
i β
∗
+ ez
T
i β
∗
)
(1 + ez
T
i β
∗
)3+α
ziz
T
i (β − βg) + (βq − βg)′vn
= −(βq − βg)′Ψn(β∗)(βq − βg) + (β − βg)′vn.
Now using R2 and same argument as we have proved the conditions in linear regression case,
(βq − βg)′Ψn(β∗)(βq − βg) > ηδ2 for some η > 0 on the region ||β − βg|| > δ. Take  = ηδ
2
2
. Then
E2 holds for this specific . E3 directly follows from R3.
C Proof of Theorem 5.2
Since we fix a scale parameter, let us denote the modelling density by fi,µ. Note that the ERPE
functional is given by
T (α)en (G) =
∫
µ exp[Q(α)(µ;G,Fn,µ)]pi(µ)dµ∫
exp[Q(α)(µ;G,Fn,µ)]pi(µ)dµ
.
Consider the contamination distributions {Ki,m}. Denote H1,m = (1 − )G1 + K1,m, ...,Hn,m =
(1− )Gn + Kn,m, and subsequently Hm = (H1,m, ...,Hn,m). By Theorem 5.1
T (α)en (G) ∼ Tn,α(G)
[
1 +O(n−1)
]
, (34)
and
T (α)en (Hm) ∼ Tn,α(Hm)
[
1 +O(n−1)
]
,
where Tn,α is the minimum DPD functional. Hence we clearly see that if |Tn,α(G) − Tn,α(Hm)|
doesn’t go to ∞ for some  > 0 as m→∞, |T (α)en (G)−T (α)en (Hm)| also doesn’t go to ∞ asymptot-
ically. Hence the asymptotic breakdown point for T
(α)e
n is at least
1
2 .
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